Installation Instructions
Important: Please read these instructions before starting work.
1. Check that there are no buried pipes or cables before drilling holes.
Take extreme care when using electrical equipment near water.
2. When mounting accessories onto a tiled surface, a piece of insulating tape applied to the
surface will help to prevent drill slippage.
3. Do not fix accessories onto newly painted surfaces as chemical reactions could cause
discoloration to the products. (Please refer to the manufactures instructions.)
4. We recommend the use of a specialized drill bit when fixing accessories to tiled areas.
Supplied Mounting hardware:
Screws, wall plugs, rubber sleeves, mirror rosettes (pair)
Mounting Instructions:
1. Establish position for accessories, making sure there is sufficient room.
2. Measure the distance between the centers of each hole on the mirror to get your “center to
center” measurement. Hold the mirror in the desired position and mark through one of the
holes with a pencil. Using a carpenter’s level, draw a line horizontally from this mark slightly
over the “center to center” measurement, mark the position of the second hole. Re-position
the mirror over the marks making sure that they line up with the center holes of the mirror.
3. Drill holes to a depth of 1” inch using a ¼” inch drill bit and insert the wall plugs so they are
flush with the wall.
4. Using the rubber sleeves provided, fit each one over the supplied screws so that the sleeve
reaches the neck of the screw.
5. Hold mirror in the desired position and carefully fix each screw making sure that the rubber
sleeve - and not the screw - is in contact with the mirror.
6. Once the mirror has been fixed in place, the mirror caps should be fitted using the screws
provided. Do not over-tighten during fitting.

Care Instructions:
We recommend regular cleaning with a mild soap and dried with a soft cloth. The use of abrasive
cleaners or bleaches will damage the finish.
If further assistance is required, please contact Customer Service at 1-888-825-7266 (9am-5pm EST)

